New Property!
Santo - La Roca Range: Indian
Cave & Rock Creek

We have visited 15+ potential new properties this
year and will open 5-8 new lakes by Spring of
2019. One of those will open this month and is
what we call a premier property, located 50 miles
west of Fort Worth. It is a 1 hour drive from Fort
Worth, 1 hour and 40 minute drive from Downtown
Dallas and 3 hours north of Austin. There are 2
lakes, the smaller 7 acre lake is called La Roca
Range: Rock Creek and the larger 31 acre lake is
called La Roca Range: Indian Cave. Both lakes
are unlike anything we have in the club, with its
depth, timber, and cool factor off the charts. Both
lakes fish at least twice their size!!

Remember most of the fish will be small, but don’t
let that stop you because there are big fish as well.
In our trial fishing on the big lake two people
caught 41 fish in 2.5 hours with 34 fish under 16
inches, 3 fish over 2 lbs. and 3 fish between 4-5
lbs. We lost a 6 or 7 lb fish at the boat. On the
smaller lake two people fished and caught 19 fish
in just one hour. If you extrapolate that, over a
whole day, can you imagine how many fish you
will catch? And how many fish over 4 lbs you
might catch? We caught them all over the lake.
The larger lake has nice mini pontoon boat with
one chair up front and bench seat in back. The
smaller lake has a Jon Boat with swivel
seats. You will need your own trolling motor and
batteries. There is currently no boat ramp at the
larger lake so you may bring only a kayak or the
club provided boats. No outside boats at this time.
You may launch a 16 foot or smaller boat at the
smaller lake. Please bring several Home
Depot/Lowes buckets to harvest your small bass.

The larger lake is $175 per person per day with a 2 person minimum. The smaller lake is
$125.00 per person per day with a 2 person minimum. We will not be offering ½ day
reservations at these lakes.
You may start making reservations for Monday, October 15th. Like most lakes in the club,
we will only be fishing the lake 8-10 days a month.
On a side note, we are not at liberty to share where our new lakes will open, but wanted to
let you know we are working hard to open more and more lakes.

